Investigation of parameter estimator and adaptive controller for assist pump by computer simulation.
The multi-output adaptive controller of a left ventricular assist device (LVAD) was studied by computer simulation. The controller regulated two outputs--mean aortic pressure (mAoP) and mean atrial pressure (mLAP)--by regulating vacuum pressure (input). The autoregressive models were used to describe the circulatory system. The parameters of the models were estimated by the recursive least squares method. Based on the autoregressive models, the vacuum pressure minimizing a performance index was searched. The index used was the weighted summation of the square errors. Responses of the adaptive controller were simulated when the contractility of the left ventricle was decreased at various rates and the peripheral resistance was changed. Both the mAoP and mLAP were controlled to their predicted values in the steady state. The steady-state errors of the mAoP were less than a few mm Hg, and those of the mLAP were lower than 1 mm Hg. Consequently, the estimated parameters can be regarded as true parameters, and the adaptive controller has the potential to control more than two outputs. The multioutput adaptive controller studied is useful in controlling the LVAD according to the change in circulatory condition.